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It’s worth remembering that the bounty is only paid to the player who wins the very last of an
eliminated 3 player’s chips. It doesn’t matter if Player Z wins a huge pot and leaves an opponent
with one big blind. 3 Player Z won’t win the bounty. The bounty goes to the opponent who snags
that last chip and causes the 3 actual elimination.
$50 would go into the bounty pool
If Player C then goes on to knock out Player D, Player E 3 and Player F too, he picks up half of
their bounties as immediate cash payments. But also sees his own 3 bounty grow significantly.
If you happen to win a PKO tournament — i.e., nobody ever knocks you out and therefore nobody
3 wins your bounty — you get to keep your own bounty.
If you knock someone out, you get half of your 3 opponent’s bounty as a cash prize immediately.
The other half goes into your bounty, much like with a regular PKO 3 tournament.  
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